Predictors of iatrogenic lateral wall fractures while treating intertrochanteric fracture femur with the dynamic hip screw system in Indian patients.
The integrity of the lateral wall has been reported to be an important factor determining fracture stability in an intertrochanteric fracture. Iatrogenic the lateral wall fracture (ILWF) has been reported while reaming for the lag screw and the barrel of the dynamic hip screw (DHS). This study aimed to identify the predictors of iatrogenic lateral wall fractures (ILWF) while using the DHS, which will help to improve the pre-operative planning and avoid their incidence. A total of 120 adult patients with intertrochanteric fracture femur treated with the DHS were included in this prospective series. Pre-operatively, the parameters noted were the demographic data, quality of bone using Singh's index, fracture classification using AO/OTA and modified Evan's system. The incidence of ILWF was recorded immediately after the fixation with the DHS. The two groups, i.e. one with ILWF and other without ILWF, were compared. The mean age of 46 females and 74 men in the study was 61 years. Among 120 patients, 87 (72.5 %) patients had a posterior sag that had to be corrected while passing the guide wire and while reaming the neck of femur. The incidence of ILWF was 23.33 %. The incidence of osteoporosis in patients with unstable fracture was 66.67 %. 1.7 % patients with a stable AO/OTA A1 fracture had ILWF, as compared to 50 % of patients with type A2.2 and type A2.3 who sustained an ILWF (p < 0.0001). None of the patients with a 2-part fracture on modified Evan's classification had ILWF, while 53.84 % with a 4-part fracture had ILWF (p < 0.01). There is a high risk of ILWF using the DHS in unstable intertrochanteric fractures (AO type A2.2 and A2.3 or 4-part fracture patterns). IV (case series).